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Three-Dimensional
maThemaTical moDel of The soliDificaTion of large sTeel ingoTs
Three-dimensional mathematical model of the solidification of low-carbon steel ingot in a chilled mould has 
been formulated and investigated in the paper. The model is based on theoretical knowledge and it is supple-
mented with experience data. In the mathematical model the thermo physical data are incorporated which are 
temperature dependent, what gives nonlinearity to the model. The model is solved by means of the explicit 
finite difference method - the method of enthalpy. The solidification algorithm has been solved with computer 
SPERRY 1106 in program language ASCII FORTRAN. The time of solidification, the optimum stripping time, 
the thickness of the solid skin in any direction, and the potentional prints of possible defects in ingot may be 
obtained on the basis of the model.
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Trodimenzijski matematički model skrućivanja velikih čeličnih ingota. U radu je oblikovan i istražen trodi-
menzijski matematički model skrućivanja čeličnog ingota u kokili koji se temelji na teorijskim znanjima a dopunjen 
je iskustvenim podacima. U matematički model uključeni su toplotehnički podaci koji ovise o temperaturi, što 
modelu daje nelinearnost. Model je riješen numerički pomoću eksplicitne metode konačnih razlika - entalpijskom 
metodom. Algoritam skrućivanja programiran je u programskom jeziku ASCII FORTRAN za računalo SPERRY 
1106. Na temelju modela može se odrediti vrijeme skrućivanja odnosno optimalno vrijeme stripovanja kokila, 
debljina čvrste kore u bilo kojem smjeru, te potencijalna možebitnih eventualnih defekata u ingotu.
Ključne riječi: trodimenzijski matematički model, skrućivanje, čelični ingot
inTroDUcTion
Till 1970 steel was the most frequently poured in 
chilled moulds [1]. But after 2003 year the share of poured 
steel in ingot moulds was cca 12 % [2]. Pouring steel in 
ingot moulds loses importance because of introduction of 
the continuous casting [3]. Pouring of ingots in the chilled 
mould will be continuing when need large steel ingots 
are. The industrial use of increasingly large ingots for the 
production of vary heavy forgings necessitates an under-
standing of the phenomena witch in a direct relationship 
with the solidification of metal, because of their influence 
on the quality of the manufactured product. The major 
influences are chemical and structural witch are in direct 
connection with process of the progress of solidification 
[4]. so, the first step is establishing mathematical model 
of the solidification of ingot.
mathematical modeling of the solidification of ingot in 
a chilled mould has great practical interest, because it may 
be with high confidence determined the time of the ingot 
solidification, i.e. the time when is possible stripping of 
the chilled moulds, what leads to the optimization of the 
process of ingot manufacture. To obtained that, with cor-
rect established mathematical model it is necessary to use 
adequate thermo physical properties of materials (which 
are temperature dependent) [5], proper numerical method 
of solving partial differential equation of heat conduction, 
and adequate high speed computer of great memory like 
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sPerrY 1106. Partial differential equation of the unsteady 
heat flow is solved numerically by means of so-called 
the enthalpy method, which is proved to be good for the 
calculation of the freezing process of relatively large steel 
ingots, like is shown in figure 1.
chemical composition of steel ingot and chilled mould 
is presented in Table 1. [4 - 7].
maThemaTical
moDel of The soliDificaTion
Partial
differential equation of the unsteady heat flow
The partial differential equation of the unsteady heat 
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assuming that small changes in temperature do not 
influence the physical properties of the material, equation 
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introducing the function φ as shown with equation (4), 
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equation (5) can be rewritten as equation (7), by using 
the relation shown in equation (6):
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since the physical properties of the ingot and the chilled 
mould vary according to the changes in temperature, the heat 
transfer inside them can be calculated by equation (7). it 
is, however, practically impossible to make the numerical 
calculation directly. Thus the difference analogue has been 
applied to equation (7), as shown with equation (8).
if the heat content of the mesh point (i, j) at the time 
t is expressed by Hi, j, n and the heat content of the same 
mesh point after the time Dt is shown by Hi, j, n+1, equation 
(7) becomes as equation (8):
( ), , 1 , , ( ) , , ( ) , , ( )i j n i j n r i j n r i j n zH H F F+ = + +  (8)
The terms of Fi, j, n (r) and Fi, j, n (z) in equation (8) can 
be rewritten as (9) and (10):
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for the calculation of the heat conductions in the ingot 
and the mould by the difference equation, equation (8), 
firstly it is necessary to know the temperature of the molten 
steel in the mould and that of the mould wall at the time of 
pouring as the boundary conditions. These temperatures 
can be calculated by equation (12):
( )M pM M M s s ps s fa c a c Hρ ϑ ρ ϑ∆ = ⋅∆ −∆  (12)
calculation of the heat radiation and
absorption at the ingot and mould surfaces
during the freezing process of the molten steel, the heat 
radiation or absorption is continuously taken place at the 
ingot and mould boundary surface. The relevant equations 
employed are listed below.
1. Radial heat radiation
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2. Upward heat radiation
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3. downward heat radiation
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4. heat radiation at the upper corner
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5. heat radiation at the lower corner
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6. radial heat absorption
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7. Upward heat absorption
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8. downward heat absorption
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9. heat absorption at the lower corner
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10. heat absorption at the upper corner
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The following are the equations used for the calcula-
tion of the quantity of heat radiation W / (J/m2s) from the 
ingot, mould, and anti-piping refractory surfaces into the 
atmosphere [9]:
( )
( ) ( )
5 4
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1. heat radiation from the top surface
33,2564 10η −= ⋅
2. heat radiation from the side
32,5586 10η −= ⋅
3. heat radiation from the bottom surface
31,7445 10η −= ⋅
Heat transfer at the boundary in the period between
the pouring of molten steel and the air gap formation
When the ingot contacts with the mould or anti-piping 
refractory, the heat transfer at the boundary is taken place 
by conduction, and the relations shown by the following 
equations are obtained.
( ), , 1 , , , , 1 , ,Si j n Si j n pS Si j n Si j nH H C ϑ ϑ+ += + −  (24)
( ), , 1 , , , , 1 , ,Mi j n Mi j n pM Mi j n Mi j nH H C ϑ ϑ+ += + −  (25)
( ), , 1 , , , , 1 , ,Bi j n Bi j n pB Bi j n Bi j nH H C ϑ ϑ+ += + −  (26)
heat transfer after the air gap formation
When an air gap exists between the ingot and the mould 
or the anti-piping refractory, heat transfer between them 
is supposed to be made by radiation. in this case, the heat 
flux W between the two of them is shown by equations 
(27) to (29), respectively.
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resUlTs anD DiscUssion
in calculating the freezing process of the ingot in the 
chilled mould the space step is Dr = Dz = 10 cm, and the 
time step is Dt = 2 min. The pouring temperature is 1580 
°c, and the temperature of the atmosphere is 50 °c. The 
position of the isosolidus and the isoliquidus in different 
points of ingot is shown in figure 2. The temperatures of 
solidus and liquidus are taken from the equilibrium dia-
gram fe-c [10], and they are 1478,4 °c and 1516,5 °c.
in this figure, the typical positions in the ingot are 
represented by the dotted lines and solid lines. The dotted 
lines refer to the period immediately after the pouring until 
the beginning of solidification, and the solid lines to the 
period after the beginning of solidification until its termina-
tion. on the basis of the results thus obtained, the relation 
between the freezing time and the freezing thickness in any 
direction at any position in the ingot can readily be known. 
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such relations also serve to find out the freezing rate, i.e. 
the velocity of the advancing solidus line. from figure 2. it 
can be concluded that the solidification time of the ingot in 
the chilled mould is 12,5 hr. from the analysis of results, it 
was found that the freezing time was short on the bottom, 
but long on the middle and top of the ingot. it is thought 
these phenomena are owing to the following reasons that 
a large quantity of heat escapes from the bottom surface 
of the mould, by conduction, and a small quantity of heat 
gradually escapes from the surface of middle and top of 
the ingot to the mould by radiation.
conclUsion
Three-dimensional mathematical model of the solidifi-
cation of steel ingot in a chilled mould has been formulated 
and investigated in the paper. The thermo physical data 
are temperature dependent, what gives nonlinearity to the 
model. The model is solved by means of the finite differ-
ence the method of enthalpy. The solidification algorithm 
is programmed in ascii forTran and solved on the 
sPerrY 1106 computer. The freezing time was short on 
the bottom, but long on the middle and top of the ingot. 
on the basis of the model it can be theoretically estimated 
freezing rate in any position of the ingot. optimum strip-
ping time for 20 t steel ingot is 12,5 hr.
abbreviations
a - temperature conductivity
cp - specific heat at constant pressure
E - emissivity
Hi, j, n - heat content per unit weight of the heat conductive 
substance at point (i, j) and the time t
∆Hf - latent heat of fusion
k - thermal conductivity
r - space coordinate
t - time
W - quantity of heat radiation
z - space coordinate
J	 - temperature
h	 - surface convection constant





d - at basic temperature ϑd
a - atmosphere
i - point in the direction of the r - coordinate
j - point in the direction of the z - coordinate
n - point in the time t
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